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Depletion controlled surface deposition of uncharged
colloidal spheres from stable bulk dispersions

Samia Ouhajji,∗a,b Tommy Nylander,b Lennart Piculell,b Remco Tuinier,a,c Per Linse,b

and Albert P. Philipse∗a

The competition between surface adsorption and bulk aggregation was investigated for silica col-
loids dispersed in cyclohexane in contact with hydrophobized silica substrates. Central to this
study is that the colloids and surfaces have the same material and surface properties. Colloid-
colloid and colloid-surface interactions were controlled by addition of polymers providing depletion
interaction. Bulk instability was determined by turbidity and viscosity measurements and surface
adsorption by ellipsometry measurements. At increasing polymer concentration, strong surface
adsorption occurred at polymer concentrations below that required for bulk phase separation.
Complementary Monte Carlo simulations with the use of a new weak depletion theory support
quantitatively the experimental observation of the existence of an interval of interaction strength
at which aggregation in bulk is negligible while surface adsorption is substantial.

1 Introduction
Surface coatings can be made by particle adsorption from solu-
tions or dispersions onto macroscopic substrates.1,2 An example
of the latter is the convective assembly used for the fabrication
of colloidal crystals.3–5 Adsorption from solutions or dispersions
has the advantage that adsorption rates can be tuned by varying
parameters such as concentration and temperature.

Generally, the intention is to obtain homogeneous surface coat-
ings. However, to achieve an adsorbed layer with close-packed
particles is far from trivial. For instance, if particle-particle attrac-
tions are too strong, particles may aggregate before adsorbing
onto a surface, contributing to inhomogeneous coatings. Particle
deposition on surfaces is thus controlled by the delicate balance
between particle-particle and particle-surface interactions.

Extensive literature can be found on the competition between
bulk aggregation and surface adsorption,6–12 appearing when a
particle dispersion is in contact with a surface. Wijting et al.13

investigated the wetting behaviour in a system of organophilic sil-
ica spheres in cyclohexane with poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS)
as depletant. At sufficiently high concentrations of both colloids
and polymers, a gas-liquid phase separated system was obtained.
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Upon approach of the critical point from the two-phase region,
the contact angle of the gas-liquid interface on various substrates
changed from partial wetting to complete wetting.

Furthermore, fluid-solid transitions on solid substrates were
studied with optical microscopy, and a fluid monolayer of large
charge-stabilized polystyrene spheres in water at a hard wall was
observed at concentrations below the bulk phase boundary.14,15

As the concentration of depletant spheres increased, the fluid sur-
face layer became solid, still in coexistence with the bulk fluid. In
binary mixtures of colloidal spheres, a surface phase that phase
separated before the bulk, purely driven by entropy, was ob-
served.16 In a similar system, the occurrence of a wall crystal-
fluid coexistence was reported.17

In a recent study18 using a thermodynamic chemical equilib-
rium model and Monte Carlo simulations, Linse and Wennerström
predict the existence of an interval of interaction strength where
surface adsorption is significant while bulk instability through nu-
cleation remains negligible. Two assumptions are central in this
study18, viz. (i) the particles and substrates are made of the same
material, and (ii) the interaction range is much smaller than the
particle size allowing the Derjaguin approximation to be applied.
Under these assumptions the particle-surface interaction becomes
twice as strong as the particle-particle interaction. At increasing
attraction, the thermodynamic model predicted the following sce-
narios to occur: (A) weak particle adsorption onto the surface,
(B) particle association on the surface forming a denser single
adsorbed layer, (C) formation of a second adsorbed layer on the
surface, (D) multiple adsorbed layers on the surface and (E) bulk
phase separation.
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None of the experimental studies mentioned above, however,
has reported results that allow quantitative comparison to
the Linse-Wennerström scenario18 and its key prediction of
significant surface adsorption from a stable hard-sphere fluid.
The aim of this paper is to quantitatively test this prediction
using the hard-sphere silica colloids developed by Vrij and
co-workers.19 The effective particle–particle and particle–surface
attractions were tuned by adding PDMS as depletant at vary-
ing concentrations. The occurrence of bulk aggregation was
determined both with turbidity and dynamic light scattering
measurements, and surface adsorption from particle dispersion
was quantified by ellipsometry. Simulations in combination with
recently developed weak-depletion theory20 were performed to
further underpin and explain our experimental results.

2 Experimental

2.1 Materials

2.1.1 Chemicals

Cyclohexane (99%, Sigma-Aldrich) and ethanol (99.7%, Solveco)
were used as solvent. Silica substrates were rinsed with hydrogen
peroxide (30% by weight H2O, Honeywell Burdick and Jackson),
ammonia solution (≈25% NH3, Honeywell Burdick and Jackson)
and hydrochloric acid (fuming, 37%, Merck). The substrates
were hydrophobized using 1-octadecanol (99%, Honeywell Bur-
dick and Jackson) dissolved in chloroform (for HPLC, ≥ 99.9%,
Sigma-Aldrich). Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS, Fluka) with a
weight average molecular mass of 95000 g/mol and a polydis-
persity index of 1.9 was used as depletion polymer. The cuvette
for ellipsometry was cleaned with 5 v/v% Decon 90 (Decon lab-
oratories) in water. The cuvette for dynamic light scattering was
cleaned with Hellmanex (Hellma). All chemicals were used as
received and stored at ambient conditions except for hydrogen
peroxide which was stored in a refrigerator. All water used in the
experiments was purified by a Milli-Q system.

2.1.2 Colloidal system

Silica spheres stabilized with 1-octadecanol in cyclohexane were
prepared as earlier described.19,21 The silica dispersion had been
prepared two decades ago22 and clearly has demonstrated a long-
term colloidal stability. The van der Waals attraction between two
octadecyl-coated silica spheres is minimized because the refrac-
tive indices of silica and cyclohexane are closely matched,23 and
hence the interaction between two colloidal spheres is well rep-
resented by a hard-sphere potential. In addition, cyclohexane is a
good solvent for the octadecyl coating of the spheres. Transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM) images (figure 1) were used to
determine the shape of the particles (Philips TECNAI 12). Due to
their small size, the dispersed silica particles are not completely
spherical (see figure 1). The apparent hydrodynamic diameter of
these spheres was 74 ± 3 nm, as determined by dynamic light
scattering. PDMS24,25 with a radius of gyration Rg = 14.4 nm was
used as depletant. The radius of gyration of PDMS was calculated
following Vincent26,27 (see Appendix A). The θ -temperature of
PDMS in cyclohexane is −80 ◦C , so the polymer is in a good

Fig. 1 Typical TEM image of C18-coated silica particles with an average
diameter of 64 ± 5 nm and hydrodynamic diameter of 74 ± 3 nm.

solvent at room temperature.28 No indications were found that
PDMS significantly adsorbs onto the silica particles, see figure 6.
However, as discussed in section 4, PDMS is not fully repelled by
the silica surfaces. The phase diagram of the studied system was
obtained by mixing varying concentrations of the silica spheres
and PDMS. Phase separation, determined by visual inspection of
the samples, occurred at sufficiently high concentrations of both
colloidal particles and polymer and was typically observed within
30 minutes after mixing the two species. The polymer-to-colloid
size ratio Rg/R, with R the hydrodynamic radius of the colloids,
is 0.38, which in theory allows for colloidal gas, liquid and crys-
talline phases.29 However, only gas-liquid phase separation was
observed in the present study.

2.1.3 Substrates

Hydrophobized silica substrates were prepared from 4 inch pol-
ished silicon wafers (p-type, boron doped, resistivity of 1-10
Ω·cm) with a thermally oxidized silica layer of around 300 Å,
purchased from Semiconductor Wafer Inc., Taiwan. The oxidized
silicon wafer was cut into small slides with a width of about 1 cm
and a length of 2-3 cm. Prior to use, the substrates were cleaned
in an alkaline mixture of NH4OH, H2O2 and H2O (3:3:16 by vol-
ume) at 80 ◦C for 5 minutes and rinsed with water, followed by
an acid mixture consisting of HCl, H2O2 and H2O (3:3:16 by vol-
ume) at 80 ◦C for 10 minutes, after which they were thoroughly
rinsed with water and then with ethanol. Finally, the substrates
were stored in ethanol.

The substrates were hydrophobized in a melt of 1-octadecanol.
Prior to hydrophobization, the silica substrates were rinsed
with ethanol, dried with nitrogen and plasma cleaned in low
pressure air at a pressure of 0.0001 mbar for 5 minutes (Harrick
Scientific Corp Plasma Cleaner, Model PDC-3XG) to remove any
organic impurities. In a two-neck round-bottom flask, 30 grams
of 1-octadecanol was heated to 180-200 ◦C while stirring with a
mechanical stirrer. A silica substrate was placed in this melt for
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3-4 hours. The hydrophobized substrate was rinsed three times
in pre-heated chloroform at about 55 ◦C, sonicated in ethanol for
15 minutes and, finally, stored in ethanol. Before ellipsometry
experiments, substrates were rinsed with ethanol and dried with
nitrogen.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Ellipsometry

Surface adsorption was monitored in situ by null ellipsometry
measurements. A modified, automated Rudolph Research thin-
film null ellipsometer (model 43603-200E) was used, as de-
scribed in detail by Tiberg and Landgren.30 The instrument was
equipped with high-precision step motors and controlled by a per-
sonal computer. A xenon arc lamp, filtered to a wavelength of
401.5 nm, was used as the light source. Measurements were per-
formed at an angle of incidence of 67.87◦. The substrate was
mounted vertically in a 7 mL trapezoid cuvette made of opti-
cal glass and thermostated to 25 ◦C. A magnetic stirrer agitated
the sample at about 300 rpm. An inlet and an outlet tube in
the cuvette were connected to a HPLC pump and a multichan-
nel peristaltic pump, respectively, in order to change the solution
without emptying the cuvette. Due to the volatile nature of the
solvent, additional cyclohexane was added every minute by the
HPLC pump to maintain a constant sample volume.

Prior to each experiment, the refractive index and the thickness
of the silica substrate were determined using a three-layer model
of bulk silicon with a silica layer in a surrounding medium. To this
end, the ellipsometric angles Ψ and ∆ were measured in two dif-
ferent media and corrections were made for optical imperfections
of the instrument by averaging over four zones. Typical values of
the refractive indices were 5.5−0.3 j for bulk silicon and 1.48 for
the thermally grown silicon oxide film with a thickness of 300 ±
20 Å.

After characterization of the optical properties of the substrate
with the oxide layer, the thickness and refractive index of an addi-
tional adsorbed layer are obtained using a four-layer model from
recorded changes in Ψ and ∆ as a function of time. From these
values, the adsorbed amount Γ can be calculated as a function
of the bulk concentration, using de Feijter’s approximation31, ac-
cording to:

Γ = d f
n f −n0

dn/dc
(1)

with d f being the thickness and n f the refractive index of the ad-
sorbed film, n0 the refractive index of the solvent and dn/dc the
refractive index increment of the adsorbed substance. The refrac-
tive index increment of the silica dispersion was measured using
a multi-wavelength refractometer (Abbe 60/ED from Bellingham
and Stanley Ltd) and had a value of 0.00973 mL/g.

Concentrated silica dispersion was added to about 5 mL cy-
clohexane in the cuvette to a final silica concentration of 3 vol-
ume percent followed by PDMS with varying concentrations (0-
14 mg/mL).
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Fig. 2 Experimental and theoretical phase diagrams of mixtures of
hydrophobized silica spheres and PDMS. Above the phase boundary
liquid-gas phase separation is observed. The compositions of the
samples used in our study are indicated by the vertical grey bar.

2.2.2 Dynamic light scattering

The apparent hydrodynamic diameter of the silica spheres in
absence and presence of depletant was measured by dynamic
light scattering using a Malvern Instruments Zetasizer Nano-ZS.
A quartz cuvette was filled with 2 mL samples containing 3 v/v%
silica particles and 0-14 mg/mL PDMS in cyclohexane. Prior to
the measurements, the samples were filtered through a syringe
filter (PTFE membrane, 0.20 µm, Minisart). Measurements were
performed at 25 ◦C after ten minutes of equilibration at an an-
gle of incidence of 173◦. The obtained apparent hydrodynamic
diameter was averaged over ten measurements.

2.2.3 Turbidity

Turbidities were determined by measuring the transmittance T of
2 mL samples containing 3 v/v% silica spheres and 0-14 mg/mL
PDMS in cyclohexane using a Varian Cary WinUV spectropho-
tometer. The transmittance of pure cyclohexane was measured
as well. Measurements were performed in a thermostated quartz
cuvette at 25 ◦C in the wavelength range of 200 to 800 nm every
0.500 nm at a scan rate of 300 nm/min with an average time of
0.1 s and a spectral bandwidth of 2.0 nm.

The relative turbidity was related to the transmittance accord-
ing to equation 2:

Relative turbidity =
Tsolvent −Tsample

Tsolvent
(2)

at wavelength 401.5 nm, same as for the ellipsometery measure-
ments.

3 Experimental results and discussion
3.1 Colloids and substrates
The phase diagram of the colloid-polymer mixture is shown in
figure 2. Experiments were performed with samples containing 3
v/v% silica spheres and 0-14 mg/mL PDMS, which was found to
be in the one-phase region of the system.
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Fig. 3 Adsorbed amount and normalized thickness versus time for the
adsorption of silica particles on a hydrophobized silica surface from a 3
v/v% silica dispersion with 10 mg/mL PDMS in cyclohexane as
measured by ellipsometry. The silica dispersion was added at zero time
and rinsing was performed after 90 minutes (indicated by the green
arrow).

The silica substrates were hydrophobized by the same method
as the silica spheres, namely in a melt of 1-octadecanol. Although
the same treatment does not guarantee equal surface density of
octadecyl chains, it does ensure that the chemical nature of the
surfaces is the same. The water contact angle on the silica sub-
strates was 91.5◦ and gives an indication of effective hydropho-
bization. From AFM images (not shown) it was deduced that the
surfaces were overall smooth with roughness on the order of a
few nanometres. However, occasionally large surface irregulari-
ties up to 200 nm could be found. These objects are likely to be
impurities like dust as the hydrophobic surface tends to attract
impurities. The substrates were therefore stored in ethanol to
reduce the risk of surface contamination.

We also prepared C18 silica substrates in a solution of 1-
octadecanol in triethyl phosphate.32 However, it was found that
the surface layers were unstable, giving poor reproducibility of
the adsorption data. Possibly these effects stem from partial dis-
solution of the stearyl layer, resulting in less hydrophobic and less
smooth surfaces.

3.2 Surface adsorption
A typical example of the adsorbed amount and normalized thick-
ness versus time from an ellipsometry experiment is shown in fig-
ure 3. In figures 4 and 5, the adsorbed amount and the normal-
ized thickness, respectively, are plotted as functions of polymer
concentration to illustrate the influence of the depletant and thus
the increase in attraction between the particles. The thickness
and the adsorbed amount are given at three different times: 53
minutes and 88 minutes after the addition of PDMS and 30 min-
utes after rinsing (bulk solution replaced by pure solvent). These
values represent steady-state conditions.

Figure 4 shows that adsorption of particles onto a surface arises
already in the absence of depletant. This finite adsorption is very
likely a consequence of the van der Waals attraction between par-
ticles and the surface (see Appendix B). Upon addition of PDMS
up to and including a concentration of 6 mg/mL, the adsorbed
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Fig. 4 Adsorbed amount versus PDMS concentration for the adsorption
of silica particles on a hydrophobized silica surface from a 3 v/v% silica
dispersion with added PDMS in cyclohexane after 53 minutes and 88
minutes of adsorption and after 30 minutes of rinsing.
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Fig. 5 Thickness of adsorbed layers versus PDMS concentration for the
adsorption of silica particles on a hydrophobized silica surface from a 3
v/v% silica dispersion with added PDMS in cyclohexane after 53
minutes and 88 minutes of adsorption and after 30 minutes of rinsing.

amount shows a relatively weak increase. Above a depletant con-
centration of 6 mg/mL, a steeper increase occurs that levels off
again at 12 mg/mL. No decrease in adsorbed amount is observed
after rinsing, provided that the surface layers are produced at
PDMS concentrations of 6 mg/mL or less. However, a signifi-
cant fraction is removed by rinsing with pure solvent from layers
produced at higher PDMS concentrations.

Figure 5 shows that the normalized thickness follows a simi-
lar trend as the adsorbed amount, however, the relative variation
with PDMS concentration is much smaller than for the thickness.
The thickness increases rapidly up to and including 4 mg/mL,
after which it attains basically a constant value between 4 and
8 mg/mL and finally increases again above 8 mg/mL PDMS.
The fact that the thickness remains constant while the adsorbed
amount increases indicates that a more densely packed layer is
being formed.

The values of both the adsorbed amount and the normalized
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thickness recorded after rinsing, increase slightly with the initial
PDMS concentration, but the variations are much less than before
rinsing, see figures 4 and 5.

We note in passing that in the theoretical study of depletion
driven sphere crystallization on a wall17, the authors ’expect a
sharp transition of the whole layer from fluid to crystal with a
jump in density’. The much more gradual transition in our ex-
periments possibly stems from the size polydispersity of our sil-
ica spheres that suppresses crystallization. In future work this
issue could further be studied via computer simulations of deple-
tion driven deposition for monodisperse and slightly polydisperse
spheres.

3.3 Bulk aggregation

Bulk aggregation was studied for the same samples as used in
the surface adsorption experiments. To this end, turbidity and
apparent hydrodynamic diameter measurements were performed
in the one-phase region of the phase diagram.

3.3.1 Turbidity

The turbidity of a 3 v/v% silica particle dispersion versus concen-
tration of PDMS in cyclohexane is shown in figure 6. The value
of the relative turbidity remains essentially constant over the en-
tire range, fluctuating around 0.5. This clearly shows that the
particles do not aggregate in the bulk. Only at the polymer con-
centration of 14 mg/mL, close to the bulk phase boundary, a slight
increase of the turbidity can be observed.

3.3.2 Apparent hydrodynamic diameter

The apparent hydrodynamic diameter as a function of PDMS con-
centration is shown in figure 6. The data are corrected for the
increase of the viscosity of the medium due to the polymer. These
results further demonstrate that no bulk aggregation takes place
as the hydrodynamic particle diameter hardly changes from about
70 nm over the range of polymer concentrations. A slight increase
in size can be observed at the highest depletant concentration, see
figure 6. In addition, these results confirm that PDMS does not
significantly adsorb unto the silica spheres.

More importantly, we have experimentally found the existence
of an interval of interaction strength, in which bulk aggregation is
negligible and surface adsorption substantial. In the next section
our experimental findings are directly compared to theory and
simulations using our experimental parameters.

4 Comparison to theory and simulations
The depletion interaction potential, Wdep(h), between two spheres
and a sphere and a planar surface can be calculated using an ad-
sorption method. The depletion layer is calculated from the neg-
ative adsorption of polymer around a colloidal particle33 instead
of conventionally taking the depletion layer thickness to be equal
to the polymer’s radius of gyration. This gives the depletion in-
teraction potential:

Wdep(h) =−
∫ n

0

1
n′

(
∂Π

∂n′

)
[Γ(h)−Γ(∞)]dn′ (3)
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Fig. 6 Turbidity (left y-axis) and apparent hydrodynamic diameter (right
y-axis) versus PDMS concentration of a 3 v/v% silica dispersion with
added PDMS in cyclohexane. Corrections are made for the increase in
sample viscosity due to increasing polymer concentration.

where n denotes the polymer bulk concentration, Π the osmotic
pressure of the solution and Γ(h) the adsorbed amount of poly-
mer segments at particle separation h. Moreover, the number
density n equals 3φp

4πR3
g

with Rg being the radius of gyration and

φp the relative polymer concentration, the latter defined as unity
at the overlap concentration. The osmotic compressibility can be
written as a function of φp as follows33:

(
∂βΠ

∂np

)
= 1+2.63φp

(
1+3.25φp +4.15φ 2

p

1+1.48φp

)0.309

(4)

where β = 1/kT . For two colloidal hard spheres with radius R in
a polymer solution, the adsorbed amount is given by33:

Γ(h)−Γ(∞) = 2
3 πn∆3

s

(
1− h

2∆s

)2(
2+ 3R

∆s
+ h

2∆s

)
for h≤ 2∆s

0 for h > 2∆s

(5)

with ∆s being the depletion layer thickness around a sphere. For
the interaction between a colloidal sphere and a flat wall, the
adsorption follows from33:

Γ(h)−Γ(∞) =

4
3 πn(R+∆s)

3 for h < ∆w−2R−∆s
1
3 πn(∆s +∆w−h)2(3R +2∆s−∆w +h)

for ∆w−2R−∆s ≤ h≤ ∆w +∆s

0 for h > ∆w +∆s

(6)

with ∆w being the depletion layer thickness near a single flat wall.
The quantities ∆w and ∆s are given by respectively29:
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∆w =
1.07Rg√

1+3.95φ 1.54
p

(7)

∆s = 0.865

((
R
Rg

)2
+3.95

(
R
Rg

)2
φ

1.54
p

)−0.44

R (8)

These classic or full sphere-sphere and sphere-wall depletion po-
tentials are shown in figure 7. The Derjaguin approximation holds
reasonably well as the sphere-wall interaction is almost twice as
large as the sphere-sphere interaction.

However, we discovered that the depletion potential as out-
lined above does not accurately describe the phase behaviour of
our system, see figure 2. Recently, the effect of weak depletion,
i.e. when the probability of polymers residing at the surface of a
colloidal particle is small but non-zero, was studied in detail by
Tuinier and co-workers.20 The weak depletion potential differs
from the full depletion potential in the value for the depletion
layer thickness. As a result of the non-zero probability of the
polymer to be on the particle’s surface, the depletion layer thick-
ness decreases with a factor of 0.71 in our system. This change
has a large effect on the depletion interaction potential as shown
in figure 7. The effective range of the weak depletion potential
as well as the interaction energy at contact (h = 0) are smaller for
weak depletion. The phase diagram of our experimental system,
shown in figure 2, can be predicted reasonably well when taking
weak depletion into account. Simulations of the phase behaviour
and surface adsorption of our system were performed using both
the full and the weak depletion potentials.

4.1 Simulation method
The onset of bulk aggregation was investigated using Metropo-
lis Monte Carlo simulations using a fixed number of particles N,
volume V and temperature T (canonical ensemble).34 The onset
of surface adsorption in particle dispersions was examined using
fixed chemical potential µ, volume V and temperature T (grand
canonical ensemble). The canonical simulations were performed

Table 1 Overview of examined depletion potentials, relative polymer
concentrations φp and the obtained intervals at which the adsorption
threshold, φ∗p,sur f ace, and bulk instability, φ∗p,bulk, appear

Potential φp φ∗p,sur f ace φ∗p,bulk
Full depletion 0.48 (0.02) 0.56 0.50-0.52 0.54-0.56
Weak depletion 0.00, 1.40 (0.05) 1.60 1.40-1.45 1.55-1.60

using a cubic box with edges (L) of 1920 nm and periodic bound-
ary conditions in all three dimensions, whereas the grand canon-
ical simulations were made using a box with edges of 1524.5 nm,
1524.5 nm, 3047 nm (XY Z) and periodic boundary conditions ap-
plied in the X and Y directions. The particles had a radius of 37
nm, the temperature 298 K was used throughout, and N = 1000
particles at volume fraction of 3% were used in the canonical
simulations. The range of the interaction potential was fixed to
1.38σ with σ being equal to the particle diameter, corresponding
to a polymer-to-colloid size ratio of 0.38. The chemical potential
of the particles was determined from the bulk simulations using
the Widom particle insertion method.

The full and weak depletion interaction potentials as specified
previously were used at selected values of relative polymer con-
centration as given in table 1. After equilibration the simulations
involved at least 106 single particle trial moves per particle with
displacement parameter equal to 200 nm.

4.2 Simulation Results
Figure 8 shows the structure factor, S(q), obtained from simula-
tions of bulk systems with a weak depletion potential at indicated
values of φp. In the thermodynamic limit, the structure factor of
a phase-separated system diverges as q approaches 0. For a finite
system of N particles, the structure factor of an unstable bulk sys-
tem limits to N as q approaches 0. In figure 8, the lower limit of q
is equal to 2π/L as a consequence of the imposed periodic bound-
ary conditions. The maximum q is slightly smaller than a particle
diameter. The structure factor at φp = 0 is relatively featureless,
characteristic for hard-sphere repulsion at low volume fraction.
At φp = 1.60, higher-order maxima (of high-density aggregates)
appear and the structure factor diverges. Thus, bulk instability
starts to appear between φp = 1.55 and φp = 1.60. The value
of S(q = 2π/L) = 117 indicates that a large aggregate is formed.
Snapshots of final configurations from the canonical simulations
at φp = 1.55 and φp = 1.60 can also be found in figure 8. It is clear
that the bulk is stable at φp = 1.55 but aggregates appear at (and
above) φp = 1.60.

The particle number density distributions as a function of z,
perpendicular to the surface from the grand canonical simula-
tions with the weak depletion potential are shown in figure 9. At
the relative polymer volume fraction of 1.40, an adsorbed layer of
finite width is obtained and at most two particle layers can be dis-
tinguished. However, at φp = 1.45 the depicted three sequential
runs indicate that the result has not yet converged. The adsorbed
layer remains growing. Snapshots of final configurations from the
simulations of the surface systems for φp = 1.40 and φp = 1.45(3)
are included in figure 9. At φp = 1.45 the adsorbed layer contains
more particles and is more densely packed than at lower polymer
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Fig. 8 Structure factor S(q) versus the wave vector q at 3 v/v% particles and at indicated polymer volume fractions, φp, from canonical simulations of
the bulk dispersions. S(q) diverges for a phase-separated system. Snapshots from the end of simulations with a weak depletion potential are included
for φp = 1.55 and φp = 1.60, as indicated by the arrows.
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Fig. 9 Number density distributions of particles near one surface, ρ(z), versus distance z from the surface at 3 v/v% particles and at indicated polymer
volume fractions, φp, from grand canonical adsorption simulations. The surface is located at the right end of the graph. Equilibrated result is shown for
φp = 1.40. Three successive simulations (each 106 Monte Carlo trial moves) at φp = 1.45 show that this result has not yet converged. Snapshots of
simulation box containing two planar surfaces from the end of simulations with a weak depletion potential are included for φp = 1.40 and φp = 1.45 (3),
as indicated by the arrows.
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volume fraction. It is expected that a homogeneous high density
phase bridging the surfaces would have been obtained at equi-
librium. Thus, the surface-induced instability appears between
φp = 1.40 and φp = 1.45, before the bulk instability.

The intervals of polymer volume fraction at which the onset
of surface- and bulk-induced instability appear are summarized
in table 1. We conclude that the the surface-induced instability
appears at lower polymer volume fraction that the bulk instability.

For completeness, simulations were also performed with the
full depletion potential. The obtained intervals of surface-induced
and bulk instabilities can be found in table 1. The interval of
interaction strength where surface adsorption is substantial
while the bulk remains one phase is almost non-existent. This
contradicts our experimental results that clearly show that such
an interval does indeed exist. Furthermore, our results confirm
that weak depletion is essential for an accurate representation of
our experimental system and, consequently, that classical (full)
depletion theory falls short in this case. Finally, the obtained
experimental results serve as a validation of weak depletion
theory20 for systems consisting of stearyl silica spheres in
cyclohexane with PDMS as depletant.

5 Conclusions
We have shown that surface adsorption precedes bulk aggregation
for particles and substrates that have the same material and sur-
face properties. The strength of the particle-particle and particle-
surface interactions could be controlled simultaneously by addi-
tion of depletion polymer. Multiple layers of particles were found
to adsorb onto the substrates as the depletion interaction was in-
creased. Monte Carlo simulations with recently developed weak
depletion theory accurately describe the phase behaviour of our
system and quantitatively support the experimental observations.

Our experimental and simulation results correspond well
with predictions from theory and simulations by Linse and
Wennerström, and show that indeed an interval in the interaction
strength is present, at which surface adsorption is significant
while bulk aggregation is negligible.
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Appendices
Appendix A Radius of gyration of PDMS
The radius of gyration of PDMS was calculated following Vin-
cent.26,27 The radius of gyration, Rg, of a depletion polymer is
given by:

Rg = ro
gr0.1 (9)

Here, ro
g is the unperturbed value of the radius of gyration and r

the number of effective segments per polymer chain. r is linked
to the statistical segment length l through the extended polymer
length L:

L = rl (10)

r itself is defined by constants that are related to the nature of the
polymer:

r =
(

0.408s
AMs

)2
Mw (11)

Here, Ms is the molar mass of the polymer repeat unit, A an empir-
ical constant characteristic of the polymer chains in a θ -solvent,
s the length of each segment and Mw the molecular weight of the
polymer. The unperturbed value of the radius of gyration, ro

g, can
be calculated from:

ro
g =

A2Ms

0.408s
√

r (12)

The values of A, Ms and s can be found in literature and have the
following values for PDMS26:

A = 0.027
nm
√

mol
√

g

Ms = 74
g

mol
(13)

s = 0.25 nm

PDMS used here had a molecular weight of 95000 g/mol. To-
gether, these values yield:

r = 248

ro
g = 8.32 nm (14)

The calculated value of the radius of gyration of PDMS with a
molecular weight of 95000 g/mol is:

Rg = ro
gr0.1 = 14.4 nm (15)

Appendix B Van der Waals attraction

The results in section 3.2, show that the surface adsorption of par-
ticles increases with increasing depletant concentration and thus
with increasing attraction between the particles. However, it was
also found that surface adsorption occurs even in the absence of
depletion polymer. Therefore, the reference condition of a pure
hard-wall interaction18 is not strictly achieved in our model sys-
tem in the absence of depletant. Adsorption in the absence of
depletion polymer very likely occurs as a consequence of the van
der Waals attraction.

The van der Waals attraction Wss(h) between two identical
spheres with radius a at a small separation h between the sur-
faces of the particles, is given by:35
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Fig. 10 Sphere-sphere and sphere-wall van der Waals attraction versus
surface-to-surface distance h of stearyl silica spheres dispersed in
cyclohexane with a diameter of 74 nm. An arrow indicates the (maximal)
separation as a result of the stearyl layer.

Wss(h) =−
A
12

[a
h

]
for h << a (16)

Here, A is the Hamaker constant. The sphere-wall attraction,
Wsw(h) is twice as large as in equation (16):

Wsw(h) =−
A
6

[a
h

]
for h << a (17)

Equations (16) and (17) can be used to estimate van der Waals at-
traction in stearyl silica-cyclohexane systems. The Hamaker con-
stant of stearyl silica in cyclohexane is about 0.15 kT at a temper-
ature of 298 K.36 Equations (16) and (17) then become:

βWss(h)≈−
0.15
12

[a
h

]
(18)

βWsw(h)≈−
0.15

6

[a
h

]
(19)

For a sphere radius a= 37 nm, βWss(h) and βWsw(h) are presented
graphically as a function of separation h in figure 10. A stearyl
chain extends 1.5 nm in cyclohexane from the surface of the silica
particle.36 The minimum separation between two stearyl silica
spheres (or one stearyl silica sphere and a stearyl silica wall) is
thus about 3 nm. For our dispersion, the sphere-sphere van der
Waals attraction has a value of 0.15kT at h = 3 nm. The sphere-
wall van der Waals attraction is twice as strong and has a value
of 0.3kT .

This 0.3kT is a lower-bound as various factors can - and very
likely will - strengthen the sphere-wall attraction. Examples of
these factors are non-spherical shape and surface irregularities
that increase the contact areas, and imperfections in the stearyl
coating on the surfaces.
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